
Design, modify and assemble faster, 
while improving control panel safety.

Execute your projects faster!

Universal  
Free-Stand

End plate

Allows for easy expansion and 
design flexibility (optional).

False Floor

Provides clean aesthetics 
and protects cable runs.

Side panel

Allows for additional 
component mounting space 
while maintaining type rating.

Barrier Panel

Separates voltages 
improving safety.

01
Faster Design
Six base enclosures with universal 
type ratings 4x, 4, 12, 3R, IP66 and 
IK10 can be configured to meet 
customer's large enclosure needs.

02
Reduced Labor
Lighter doors, improved center post, 
panel glider, and state-of-the-art 
interlock can help cut installation costs.

03
Improved 
Safety 
Easily add voltage separation 
between bays and keep bays shut 
with state-of-the-art interlock.
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Universal Free-Stand

ACCESSORIES

Quickly improve safety, add panel space and provide cleaner cable runs with Universal Free-Stand Accessories.

BASE ENCLOSURES 

Operator Release 
Unique design provides interaction 
beween door hanle and interlock.

Use both sides open enclosures to 
expand the solution to meet job needs. 

Fillers Panels
Provides a continous flush mouting 
surface across multiple back panels, 
improving component density.

Barrier Panel 
Type 1 rated barrier easily improve 
safety on the inside of the enclosures.

Use right side open enclosure when a 
right side end plate is not required.

Panel Gliders
Support tool helping slide heavy back panels 
into place. Protecting from accidental panel 
drop during installation.

False Floor 
Type 1 rated barrier that provides a better 
asthetic and improved cable separation.

Use left side open enclosures to include 
preferred disconnect handle cut out. 

Side Panels
Full or small option can be added to existing 
baying holes to increase component space.


